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CONCLUSION. The history of the Medieval Empire has, as we have seen, been fertile in contrasts. By
a strange freak of fortune the title and tradition of the Caesars passes to the latest barbarian arrival
within the circle of the civilized nations of the west. The Saxon king of a rude race of peasants is
required to conserve and to appreciate a conception of government moulded by the genius of the
Latin races in a climate of Roman law and Roman religion, and saturated with the spirit of Roman
autocracy, that last and most refined distillation of the aristocratic pride of a great city. A
barbarian, living in a condition of affable equality with his fellowtribesmen, is asked to posture as
the descendant of Augustus, the masterful and subtle, as the co-equal of those Greek rulers, for
whose elaborate court Constantine...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of. Elton Gibson I
Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet again yet again later on. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do Roha n III
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